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C. SYNTHESIS OF OAM BESSEL BEAMS

FIGURE 8. Electric field magnitude (z−component) for the truncated
Bessel beam along the ρ−axis for different φ− angles. Noteworthy
is the spatial behavior of the field that, beyond a distance of about
10λ0 , presents a rapid falloff before decaying to the spherical wave
propagation regime that occurs at about 30λ0 from the array surface.

at larger pointing angles. Finally, as observed for broadside
beams [10], the starting of the transition towards the spherical propagation regime occurs at a distance which roughly
coincides with the vertex of the geometric optics (GO)
shadow boundary of the Bessel beam field.

A second example, consisting of the synthesis of Bessel
beams carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM), is presented to show the suitability of the synthesis approach
based on the target electric field only in synthesizing accurately such complex magnitude and phase distributions.
OAM Bessel beams may be particularly advantageous
in real applications due to their interesting ‘‘self-healing’’
properties, which may limit waveform degradation caused
by obstacles in free-space optical and RF communication systems [11]–[13] since, under certain conditions,
they have been shown to be more robust than non-Bessel
OAM beams [11].
The synthesis of OAM beams has been performed using
the following target electric field




βρ ρ jnφ
(Target)
e ẑ
(10)
Et
(ρ, φ) = Jn βρ ρ circ
ξnm
where βρ = 0.3 β0 , circ [·] is the circle function, while ξnm is
the m − th zero of the n − th order Bessel function.
Magnitude and phase plots for the synthesized OAM
Bessel beams at xs = λ0 up to the third order (m = 3 for
the first two beams, and m = 2 for the third one) are reported
in Fig. 9. The respective NMSE figures (−25.4dB, −23.6dB,
and −25.7dB) indicate excellent magnitude and phase

FIGURE 9. Spatial distribution of the magnitude (first-row) and phase (second-row) of the electric field (z-component) of OAM Bessel beams on the
synthesis surface at xs = λ0 : (a) and (d) first-order, (b) and (e) second-order, and (c) and (f) third-order. An excellent accuracy in the synthesis of the
OAM Bessel target field (magnitude and phase) can be observed in the figure.
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FIGURE 10. Spatial distribution of the electric field (z-component) of the Airy beam computed in the
synthesis plane at xs = λ0 (a), and in the xy-plane at z = 0 (b). The peaks appearing in the field map
in the yz-plane are related to the maximums of the Airy function even if they suffer from the presence
of diffractive processes taking place along the array contour, while the typical parabolic profile of
the electric field is observed in the xy-plane. The dashed line outlines the reflector footprint.

FIGURE 11. Electric field magnitude (z-component) excited at xs = λ0 from the array aperture, for
the truncated Airy function with x0 = λ0 computed along the y-direction at z = 0 (a), and along the
z-direction at y = 0 (b). A good agreement with the target field can be observed.

accuracy, as required to limit crosstalk between different
orbital mode channels [11].

D. SYNTHESIS OF AIRY BEAMS

A further example consists in the synthesis of an Airy
beam, a particular field distribution that captured the attention of the optics community due to its diffraction-resistant
characteristics enabling a broad range of applications, such
as light trajectory control, wavefront self-healing, optical
micromanipulation, etc. [14], [16]. A ray-optics analysis
of Airy beams reveals that they are characterized by the
field propagation occurring on parabolic paths along which
most of the RF energy is concentrated [16]. This important
feature makes Airy beams useful in micromanipulation of
particles [16] or in upcoming applications involving
through-the-wall imaging where obstacles may be stationed between the RF source and the electromagnetic
target.
The 2 − D maps of the electric field z−component synthesized at xs = λ0 upon assigning the following Airy
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0
0
0
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Et

with y0 = 5λ0 , are shown in Fig. 10, while the related
amplitude profiles along the y−direction at z = 0, and along
the z−direction at y = 0 are reported in Figs. 11a and 11b,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 10, the main beam as well
as a few secondary beams follow a parabolic profile along
the caustic, while the remaining beams feature an opposite
bend in their propagation path due to diffraction at the array
truncation. In addition, the diffractive effects occurring along
the array contour cause field magnitude fluctuations, clearly
visible in Fig. 11. Although the field spatial behavior is in
good agreement with the target, a higher error (NMSE =
−11.5dB) is observed in comparison with the Bessel beam
synthesis, due to the larger spatial variations of the Airy target
field. This error may be reduced using larger arrays.
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beams in their actual finite-energy implementation, when
excited by antenna arrays of finite dimensions, have been
investigated. Bessel beams were found to decay towards the
spherical wave propagation regime at about the same distance
for different beam tilt angles, while synthesized Airy beams
propagate along parabolic caustics except for far secondary
beams placed near the array boundary due to diffractive
effects occurring at the array truncation. Based on the foregoing analysis, the proposed near-field technique appears to be
suitable for deriving array excitation profiles that may synthesize accurately uncommonly complex near field distributions.
APPENDIX

The target fields employed to synthesize Bessel beams are
given by

FIGURE 12. Spatial distribution of the electric field (z-component)
of the R-shaped beam synthesized on closed surface at xs = λ0 .
An excellent agreement with the target field is observed. The white
dashed line outlines the 21 × 21 element array reflector footprint.

E. SYNTHESIS OF STRONGLY ASYMMETRIC FIELDS

The last example features the synthesis of a strongly asymmetric near field beam, consisting of the Times New Roman
character ‘‘R’’. In Fig. 12 the 2−D map, computed at xs = λ0 ,
of the z−polarized electric field having unit amplitude in
the domain corresponding to the character ‘‘R’’ is reported
to show the flexibility of the E−field synthesis approach
applied to arbitrary target fields. As it can be observed also
in this case the agreement with the target field is excellent
(NMSE = −8.6dB).
IV. CONCLUSIONS

A field synthesis procedure, based on the eigenfields of
the radiation matrix of a multiport radiating structure, was
employed to synthesize near fields having complex spatial
distributions. The numerical results showed that near-field
synthesis performed by means of target electric and magnetic
fields exhibits numerical accuracy similar to those based
on the target electric field alone. In addition, it has been
observed that field synthesis performed on open surfaces
feature a higher accuracy within the target area but much
smaller accuracy outside, whereas synthesis based on closed
target field surfaces are more burdensome numerically but
extremely more accurate outside the target area, particularly
at large distance from the array surface. Nevertheless, the two
approaches provide similar numerical accuracy when the synthesis surfaces are close to the array, or when modal filtering
is suitably applied to remove eigenfields featuring low efficiency. In fact, while for the synthesis on closed surfaces the
modal filtering has a very limited impact, it assumes a key
role to synthesize good quality field distributions on open
surfaces located far from the array plane. This finding may be
exploited for reducing the computational burden especially in
real-time tracking applications. Finally, propagation characteristics of diffraction-resistant Bessel, OAM Bessel and Airy
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with
γ =

q
β02 − βρ2 ,

(A5)

where E0 defines the maximum value of the electric field
amplitude, circ [·] is the circle function and ξ04 ' 11.7915
is the fourth zero of the zeroth order Bessel function,
η0 is the free-space characteristic impedance, while β0 and βρ
are the free-space and the radial wavenumbers, respectively.
The target field components useful for the synthesis of tilted
Bessel beams, rotated by an angle φ in the xy plane, can
be evaluated using the usual transformation formulas between
orthogonal coordinate systems.
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